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Unique Context and Planning Assumptions

• Impact - volatile Ukraine context
  • Highest number of refugees per capita
  • Poverty increased from 25% to 31%
  • Social cohesion and conflict sensitivity
• Dynamic sectoral reforms - EU-accession
• Delicate political context
Strategic Opportunities and Guiding Principles

• Maintain operational agility

• Integrate humanitarian learnings - ongoing reforms

• WFP’s recognized technical expertise - shock-responsive Social Protection

• Localization, Collaboration - UN agencies, Government leadership

• Leverage strategic partnerships - responsible exit and continuity beyond WFP
WFP’s responsible exit - System strengthening, in strategic partnerships, a 4-year process?

HUMANITARIAN, DEVELOPMENT, PEACE

- Crisis Situation (refugees, energy, food...)
- RAC Hotmeals
- Cash to vulnerable Moldovans
- Cash to Refugee Hosting Households
- Restart reform
- Social Food Services
- Cash Assurance Framework
- Resilient Social Protection System
- Digitisation

Fair, inclusive, shock responsive Ajutor Social*
*social protection cash-assistance programme

LEO 03 – 08/22
TiCSP Sept 2022 – Feb 2024
iCSP March 2024 – February 2026
Moldova iCSP Line of sight

Activity 1: Provide food assistance to refugees and other crisis-affected populations (CBT/CS)

Activity 2: Provide assistance to national institutions on social protection, including through the provision of transfers for targeted populations (CBT/CS)

Activity 3: Provide on-demand services to humanitarian and development actors (SD)

RRRP
CSP Outcome 1
SDG 2.1
Access to Food

RRRP & UNSDCF
CSP Outcome 2
SDG 17.9
Capacity Strengthening

RRRP & UNSDCF
CSP Outcome 3
SDG 17.16
Enhance Global Partnerships

UDB: 75,204
USD: 27,140,552

UDB: 152,220
USD: 31,893,753

UDB: N/A
USD: 1,026,256